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Electron standing waves on the Si„111…- A33A3-Ag surface
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Electron standing waves have been observed near step edges and out-of-phase domain boundaries on the
Si~111!-A33A3-Ag surface using scanning tunneling microscopy at 6 K. This means that this surface has a
two-dimensional free-electron-like surface electronic state. Their wavelengths change with the bias voltages, so
that the dispersion relations between energy and wave number have been obtained. We have found two types
of out-of-phase domain boundaries of theA33A3-Ag structure, one of which acts as a potential barrier for the
surface-state electrons to make the standing waves, while the other type does not.@S0163-1829~99!00203-9#
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Electron standing waves on surfaces are oscillatory sp
modulations of local density of states caused by locali
scattering potentials such as atomic step edges and ads
foreign atoms. These waves are observed by scanning
neling microscopy~STM! on noble metal surfaces,1–3 and Be
surface,4 where free-electron-like surface electronic sta
exist. That is, parabolic surface-state bands crossing
Fermi level (EF) exist, meaning also a metallic nature. S
the wavelength of the standing waves with low-bias volta
~probing only the states nearEF) is equal to half of the Ferm
wavelength. These waves are also called energy-reso
Friedel oscillations. Adding to these measurements in tw
dimensional surface states, Friedel oscillations in bulk sta
caused by substances in the subsurface region have bee
observed on Al surface5 and GaAs surface.6

On the other hand, for the Si~111!-A33A3-Ag surface, a
honeycomb-chained-trimer~HCT! model is now widely ac-
cepted as its atomic arrangement.7,8 Based on this model
surface electronic states are calculated, which show
Ḡ-centered free-electron-like band.9 Actually, this band has
been detected by photoemission spectroscopy.10–12

In this paper, we present STM observations of elect
standing waves formed on theA33A3-Ag surface at 6 K
using ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscopy.
far as we know, this is the first time that electron stand
waves due to a surface-state band on the semiconductor
superlattice structures have been observed. The stan
waves were found at particular out-of-phase domain bou
aries of theA33A3-Ag superstructures as well as st
edges. Their wavelengths were also found to change w
bias voltages, so that the dispersion relations between en
and wave number were extracted from those images.

We used a commercial ultrahigh vacuum low-temperat
STM ~UNISOKU USM501 type! equipped with reflection
high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED! system for prepar-
ing sample surfaces. This STM can operate at low temp
tures down to 6 K. The base pressure in the chambers
less than 1310210Torr. The substrate was ap-type Si~111!
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~3!/2035~5!/$15.00
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wafer with 0.01V cm resistivity at RT and about ten time
higher at 6 K. Its dimension was 143230.4 mm3. It was
clamped to a holder with Mo plates. An electrochemica
etched polycrystalline W tip was used.

A clear Si~111!-737 RHEED pattern was produced b
flashing the sample at 1200 °C several times. T
A33A3-Ag structure was prepared by depositing abou
ML of Ag with a rate of 0.014 ML/sec on the 737 surface
kept at 500 °C. The surface structure was always monito
by RHEED during Ag deposition. After this preparation, th
sample was cooled down to 6 K on the STMstage.

A typical image taken in constant-height mode is sho
in Fig. 1 ~650 Å3610 Å!. In our constant-height mode, slow
feed back with a large time constant was applied. So, on
terraces, the image is almost the same as a true cons
height-mode STM image without feed back. But at the ste
or domain boundaries, the height difference is stressed.
sample bias voltage is 0.75 V, probing the empty states
737 domain is seen at the upper-right corner in the ima
The rest of the surface is theA33A3-Ag structure, where
fine periodic corrugations are seen. One can also see
standing wave patterns superimposed near step edges i
A33A3-Ag area. Its wavelength is about 25 Å. On the c
cular domain in the upper part of the image, a complica
interference pattern is observed. Near the step edges a
lower left, standing wave patterns are parallel to the s
edge. In the filled-state images, we could not obtain a
standing wave patterns.

Figure 1~b! is a Fourier transformed pattern of a squa
area indicated in Fig. 1~a!. Hexagonal spots~indicated byA!
in this pattern correspond to theA33A3 periodicity in the
real-space image of Fig. 1~a!. We have a ring~indicated by
B! near the center spot which comes from the stand
waves. Its radius, which is equal to twice the wave num
of the standing wave pattern, is about 0.26 Å21.

The same area was scanned with different bias volta
In Fig. 2, as the positive sample bias voltage was decrea
the wavelength of the standing waves became longer. F
2035 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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these images, we got the dispersion relations between en
E and wave numberk as described below.

We observed standing waves also near out-of-ph
boundaries~OPB’s! of the A33A3-Ag domains13–16 as
shown in Fig. 3. The difference of two types of OPB’s se
in Fig. 3 will be discussed later. The wavelength of t
standing waves near the straight OPB also changed dep
ing on the bias voltage. Some of the profiles of the waves
a function of the distance away from the OPB along
direction perpendicular to the OPB are shown in Fig. 4~a!.
By laterally averaging such profiles at each bias voltage
measuring the distance of the peak positions, the wa
lengths of the standing waves were obtained as a functio

FIG. 1. ~a! An STM image with electron standing wave patter
on Si~111!-A33A3-Ag surface. The size is 650 Å3610 Å. The
tunneling current is 0.5 nA with sample bias voltage of 0.75 V. T
defective areas in the center of the image may be amorphou
which was made by repeating the flash heating around the temp
ture as high as the melting point of Si.~b! A two-dimensional fast
Fourier transformed pattern of the square area~160 Å3160 Å! in-
dicated in~a!. The distance between the center spot and the h
agonal spotsA ~corresponding to theA33A3 diffraction spots! is
1.1 Å21.
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the bias voltage, which are shown in Fig. 4~b! with closed
squares.

The dispersion relation at the circular domain in Fig. 2
also shown in Fig. 4~b! with closed triangles. The data set
Fig. 4~b! with closed circles is obtained near another OPB

Though the theoretical calculation9 shows that the band
are anisotropic@shown in Fig. 4~b! with dashed curves#, we
assumed isotropic bands within the error of the ring in F
1~b!. A parabola (E5 \2k2/2m* 1const, where \ is
Planck’s constant,m* an electron effective mass! was fitted
to the experimental data. The validity of this fit by using t
constant-height STM images will be discussed later. The b
tom of the fitted parabola~obtained from the data set wit
closed triangles! at theḠ point is ~0.0660.08! eV aboveEF .
m* is ~0.1060.04!me , whereme is the free-electron mass.

The effective massesm* obtained from the standing
waves near the straight out-of-phase boundaries were fa
reproducible, ~0.1360.03!me and ~0.1360.04!me ~whose
data sets are shown in Fig. 4~b! with closed squares an
closed circles, respectively!, which deviates substantially
from the experimental data of photoemission spectrosc
m* 50.25me @closed diamonds in Fig. 4~b!#,10 while theSi,

ra-

x-

FIG. 2. Empty-state STM images~265 Å3330 Å! on the same
surface as Fig. 1~a! with different bias voltages,~a! 0.6 V, ~b! 0.5 V,
~c! 0.4 V, and~d! 0.3 V with a constant tunneling current of 0.5 nA

FIG. 3. An empty-state STM image~485 Å3645 Å! with the
tunneling current of 0.18 nA, and the sample bias voltage 1.0 V
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first-principle calculations9 indicatem* 50.4me for the Ḡ-K̄
direction, andm* 50.3me for the Ḡ-M̄ direction. Further-
more, the bottoms of the parabola totally changed fr
sample to sample in our STM measurements, though they
always located aboveEF . Their values are~1.260.1! eV and
~0.2160.04! eV aboveEF for the curves with squares an
circles, respectively, in Fig. 4~b!. These reasons will be dis
cussed later.

In our STM observations, we obtained the images of t

FIG. 4. ~a! Profiles of the standing-wave pattern at differe
sample bias voltages as a function of the distance along the d
tion perpendicular to the straight OPB. The raw data~typically
shown with the dotted curve superimposed on the solid curve a
bias voltage 1.6 V! are low-pass filtered and smoothed to get t
solid curve. The arrows show the first peaks and second peaks
to estimate the wavelengths at each voltage.~b! Dispersion relations
between wave number and energy of the standing waves with fi
parabolas. Solid squares, circles, and triangles are data taken
different samples cut from the same wafer. Dashed curves are
first-principle calculations taken from Ref. 9, and the thin so
curve with closed diamonds is obtained by the photoemission m
surement taken from Ref. 10.
re

o

types of OPB’s as indicated by arrows(A) and(B) in Fig. 3,
where the empty states were probed with the bias 1.0
Standing wave patterns can be seen near the protruded
indicated by(A) while the waves cannot be seen near t
hollowed OPB indicated by(B). The protruded one works a
a potential barrier for electrons in the surface state; electr
are reflected by it, which contributes to making the stand
waves. But the hollowed OPB does not work as a barr
Electrons can pass through this type of boundary with
reflection, and there are no observable standing waves.

Since our image corresponds to the empty states of
surface, the protruded OPB(A) is identical to type-I OPB in
Ref. 13, but the hollowed one(B) is not. Considering that the
hollowed one(B) is aligned along thê112̄& directions, and
always straight, it is not type-II OPB in Ref. 13 either. W
made sure that the scanning direction of the STM tip did
matter for the difference of the protruded and hollowed on

To clarify the difference of the two OPB’s, we scanne
smaller regions, and investigated the arrangement of
bright spots near the boundaries in detail. There are
ways to shift the phase of the superstructure between
adjacent out-of-phase domains. An OPB along the^112̄& di-
rection can have a phase-shift vector ofdA5(a2b)/3 ~which
we call type-IA hereafter! or a phase-shift vector ofdB5
2(a2b)/3 ~which we call type-IB!, wherea and b are the
surface unit vectors of theA33A3 structure. In the previous
reports performed at room temperatures,13,14,16only type-IA
is considered, which is the most stable OPB. The protru
boundary (A) in our image corresponds to the type-I
boundary, and the hollowed boundary(B) corresponds to the
type-IB boundary.

Though the two types of boundaries are classified c
rectly, it is still unknown why the difference in making th
standing waves occurs. Considering that the protrusion
type-IA boundary in STM image does not come from topo
raphy but some electronic state, it is possible that some
ticular electronic state, which is inherent only in the type-
boundary is important for scattering and reflecting t
surface-state electrons. But this is just an inference, and m
investigations are required.

We should discuss here several other points about
standing wave observations; why can we obtain the w
patterns in conventional STM mode with bias voltages
high as around 1 V? Do the standing waves mean a met
nature of the surface? And why are the dispersion relati
obtained from the standing waves different from photoem
sion measurements?

When a bias voltageV is applied across the tunneling ga
all the density of states~DOS! betweenEF andEF1eV con-
tribute to the tunneling current superimposed with t
weighted barrier-transmission coefficient. The wavelength
the standing wave should be different from energy to ener
so the smaller energy range of the superimposition of
local DOS is, the larger the amplitude of the standing wa
observed in STM mode becomes, because one can a
smearing out of different wavelengths. In previo
reports,1–4 low bias voltages~less than about 0.1 V! were
actually applied to get the wave patterns clearly in conv
tional STM mode. To get the~energy-resolved! wave pat-
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terns at higher bias voltages, STS~scanning tunneling spec
troscopy! mode was adopted~mapping the differential
conductancedI/dV).

However, we could actually observe standing waves
bias voltages as high as around 1 V in conventional STM
mode~not in STS mode!, and furthermore, their wavelength
actually changed depending on the bias voltages. This is
cause the oscillations of the standing waves in conventio
STM images are determined by the particular wavelength
described below. When the bottom of the energy dispers
curve is located aboveEF , only the wave numberk0 corre-
sponding to the energy levelEF1eV determines the form o
the oscillation. In case of a single straight step on an
tended surface, the oscillating part of the tunneling curr
can be approximated by a sum of the two terms of the Be
functions,J1(2k0x)/(k0x) andJ2(2k0x)/(k0x)2 with appro-
priate coefficients, wherex is a distance away from the ste
@see Eqs.~31! and ~32! in Ref. 17#. Because enough of th
smaller coefficient of the latter term compared with that
the first term and the faster decaying factorx22, the term
J2(2k0x)/(k0x)2 can be neglected, and only the ter
J1(2k0x)/(k0x) remains. We also calculated the tunneli
current by the integral of the density of states weighted
the barrier-transmission coefficient@Eq. ~20! in Ref. 17# nu-
merically, and checked this validity. So, we can say that
wavelengths of the observed standing waves in conventi
STM images directly correspond only to the energy le
EF1eV determined by the bias voltageV. But the oscilla-
tion J1(2k0x)/(k0x) in tunneling current decays faster tha
that of the differential conductance, which is given by t
zeroth-order Bessel function. The wavelengths observe
the circular domain in Fig. 1~a! are almost equal to thos
near the straight steps shown in Fig. 1~a!. Moreover, there
seems no indication of quantization in the circular doma
So, we assumed that the discussion described above ca
applied to the circular domain in Fig. 1~a! as well as straight
steps and domain boundaries.

The next point to be discussed is the electronic struc
of theA33A3-Ag surface itself. The standing waves prev
ously observed on metal surfaces at very low-b
voltages1–4 directly mean the existence of the Fermi surfa
i.e., a metallic nature of electronic states. So, do our stand
waves also indicate the metallic character of theA33A3-Ag
surface? According to photoemission spectroscopy10–12 and
STS,18 theA33A3-Ag surface is known to have an upwa
parabolic surface-state band crossingEF , meaning a metallic
nature. But our standing waves were observed in the lo
density of empty states well aboveEF , and the bottoms of
the dispersion curves fitted to the experimental data@Fig.
4~b!# seem to locate aboveEF . Therefore, our standing
waves do not necessarily indicate the metallic nature of
surface. Theoretical calculations actually showed an ene
gap aroundEF in the surface-electronic states.9,19

However, we cannot make a definite conclusion at
moment that the surface is semiconducting, because
could not obtain any STM images with bias voltages sma
than about 0.3 V at 6 K, which prevented us from probi
the states nearEF . Furthermore, the minimum bias voltag
for observing the waves was different from sample
sample, which caused the uncertainty in the bottom of
parabola mentioned at Fig. 4~b!. This phenomenon is not du
t
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to a voltage drop along the Si crystal between the obser
area and an electrode at the end clamp~about 5 mm long!
with currents of nA range, because our Si wafer was a hig
B-doped one so that it did not become insulating even at 6
So, we need other reasons why small bias voltage did
work and why the minimum bias voltage to get the imag
differed from sample to sample at 6 K. It might be caused
a Schottky barrier at the end clamp~between the Si crysta
and Mo electrode! or some kind of charging-up effect due t
a slow transfer rate of electrons from the surface state to
bulk states in Si at low temperature.

We also considered tip-induced band bending as ano
reason for this uncertainty in bias voltages. The surface st
can work to screen the electronic field from the tip to redu
the electric field penetrating into the bulk, and decrease
band bending induced by the tip. In order to estimate
upper limit of the tip-induced band bending, we assumed
metal-insulator~vacuum!-semiconductor structure withou
surface~interface! states, and calculated the band bend
numerically using a model in Ref. 20 with parameters for o
p-type Si wafer. When the sample was negatively biased,
degree of the induced band bending was severe, almost e
to the bias voltage. On the other hand, when positively
ased, there was little band bending, less than 0.015 V. Th
because the concentration of holes in the bulk is la
enough while that of electrons is nearly zero. Thus there
little effect of tip-induced band bending in empty-state im
aging, and we can safely say that the value of the effec
massm* , about (0.1360.04)me , obtained from the disper
sion curve in Fig. 4~b! is not affected by the tip-induced ban
bending, though there is an uncertainty in respect of the b
tom energy of the curves.

This may also explain why the standing waves were
observed in filled-state images, even if the bottom of
free-electron-like surface state assumed to locate belowEF .
The tip-induced band bending is so large in probing the fil
states that scanning of the tip may cause local band ben
dynamically, the probed states would be severely disturb
and small oscillations of the standing waves would be bur
in the large variation of the band bending, though we ha
not yet confirmed this onn-type samples experimentally. Ac
cording to Ref. 21, the bottom of the surface-state band
close to the valence-band maximum of the bulk Si. So,
electrons tunneled from the bulk states of the sample m
dominate the electrons from the surface states, which m
reduce the amplitude of the standing waves in the filled st
This might be another reason for preventing us from imag
the standing waves in the filled states.

Previous reports of photoemission spectroscopy10–12 and
STS~Ref. 18! of this surface were only at room temperatu
where it was suggested that dilute gas phase of Ag adat
on top of theA33A3-Ag surface exist as a~meta!stable
thermodynamical state, and that they donate electrons
the surface-state band, resulting in a metallic nature.22 But at
6 K, such a doping effect might disappear to return the s
face semiconducting, because the gas phase on top o
surface will condense into clusters to diminish the cha
transfer into the substrate. Compared to the rather stra
steps in the STM images taken at RT,13 the steps in the STM
images taken at 70 K~Ref. 23! or 6 K in thepresent paper
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seem to be decorated by the condensed Ag clusters. To
firm this idea, photoemission spectroscopy or STS are
quired at low temperatures.

The effective mass (0.1360.04)me estimated from the
standing waves is different from that obtained from pho
emission spectroscopy 0.25me ~Ref. 10! as mentioned be
fore. This discrepancy might come from the following re
sons.

~1! The measured regions ink space are different betwee
the two measurements; the photoemission probed a re
near the bottom of the band~between 0.02 and 0.15 Å21 in
wave number!, while the present STM study probes far fro
the bottom~from 0.07 to 0.22 Å21). Therefore, if the disper-
sion curve deviates from a parabola, the two measurem
will give different values of the effective mass.

~2! The sizes of probed area on the surface are quite
ferent between the two measurements. The photoemis
gives the values averaged over macroscopic areas on the
face, which inevitably include the effect of carrier scatteri
at step edges, domain boundaries, and other defects, lea
to larger effective masses obtained. Such masses ma
different from those obtained from the standing waves
terraces.
c
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~3! The sample temperatures are different. We have
cently found that another stable phase of theA33A3-Ag
surface at low temperatures, which seems slightly differ
from the well-known HCT structure at RT. Its details will b
published elsewhere. Therefore, the effective mass obta
at low temperatures can be different from that at RT.

The electron standing waves presented here, which i
cate severe carrier scattering at step edges and do
boundaries, may be expected ones by considering a l
carrier mobility estimated from the surface-state conductiv
on this surface.22
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